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QUESTION NO: 1
Which two have the most direct impact on the performance of Select Identity? (Choose
two.)
A. database
B. load balancer
C. directory server
D. network latency
E. application server
F. single sign-on system
Answer: A,E

QUESTION NO: 2
What are two areas in which XML-based proprietary messages are used in the Select
Access dataflows? (Choose two.)
A. communication between Enforcers and Validators
B. communication between Administration Servers and Validators
C. communication between Validators and LDAP directory servers
D. communication between Administration Servers and LDAP directory servers
Answer: A,B

QUESTION NO: 3
Which two functions does Select Identity’s Web services API allow you to handle?
(Choose two.)
A. reconciliation
B. connector creation
C. workflow approvals
D. external call-out creation
E. password synchronization
Answer: A,E
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QUESTION NO: 4
Which component in Select Identity is responsible for managing the logical grouping of
users and the services they can access?
A. Enforcer
B. Validator
C. Rules Engine
D. Context Engine
E. Administrative Server
Answer: D

QUESTION NO: 5
With Select Identity, what is a valid reason to use an external call-out?
A. to provision to a standard third-party software application
B. to authorize and authenticate to a single sign-on application
C. to map attributes between Select Identity and a target resource
D. to connect to a home-grown application to read and/or write data
Answer: D

QUESTION NO: 6
You create a business service in Select Identity that provisions five pieces of data (first
name, last name, e-mail address, user ID and phone number) per user to an LDAP
repository. The user is successfully provisioned, but when you check the LDAP
repository, the phone number for all the users is missing.
What should you do to troubleshoot this problem?
A. ensure that the phone number attribute is included in the necessary e-mail notification
template
B. ensure that the phone number attribute is marked as "Updateable" in the Self-Service
Permission field in Attribute management
C. ensure that the phone number attribute in Select Identity is mapped to the respective
phone number field in the proper LDAP resource
D. ensure that the phone number attribute name in Select Identity has the same spelling
as the phone number field in the LDAP resource
Answer: C
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QUESTION NO: 7
In which manual are known issues with the Select Access installer/uninstaller
documented?
A. Select Access Release Notes
B. The Select Access Install Guide
C. The Select Access Network Integration Guide
D. The Select Access Developer Reference Guide
Answer: A

QUESTION NO: 8
Which four statements are true about troubleshooting of Select Access operations?
(Choose four.)
A. The Secure Audit Server cannot log trace messages.
B. The Select Access Debug Server reduces Validator throughput.
C. The query tool can conveniently check a single policy query outcome.
D. Setting Secure Audit Settings to Debug will increase Validator logging.
E. The query tool can usefully isolate Select Access issues from application issues.
F. Running the Validator in debug and trace mode stops logging to a Secure Audit
Server.
Answer: A,C,E,F

QUESTION NO: 9
A request for adding a user to a service has been submitted in Select Identity. The
delegated requestor believes that the request is taking too long.
How can you track the current workflow activity of the request?
A. check the database log files
B. run an active request report in audit reports
C. check the Web services log file to trace the inbound and outbound SPML requests
D. view the request in request status and drill down to the specific workflow instance for
the request
Answer: D
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QUESTION NO: 10
Custom Select Access Validator plug-ins provide extensions to add support for which
two capabilities? (Choose two.)
A. new workflow methods
B. new reconciliation rules
C. new decision point rules
D. new authentication methods
Answer: C,D

QUESTION NO: 11
Company A wants to allow administrators of Company B to add Company B employees
to the Select Access user repository of Company A. No other administration capability
needs to be delegated.
Which two actions achieve this result? (Choose two.)
A. allow Company B administrators to use the HTML forms-based administration
interface only
B. allow Company B administrators to use the HTML forms-based administration
interface but only for access policy management
C. allow Company B administrators to use the main Select Access administrator’s applet
and restrict their capability to user administration only
D. allow Company B administrators to use the applet-based administration Policy Builder
interface only and restrict the capability to user administration only
Answer: A,D

QUESTION NO: 12
What are two methods of discovering Web pages as Select Access resources? (Choose
two.)
A. launch a scan of the HTTP Web pages from the Policy Builder
B. use a Validator plug-in to obtain the list of Web pages and store it directly in the
LDAP directory server
C. configure the Enforcer on the Web server to push the list of Web pages to the Policy
Builder via the Validator
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